Travelport and OneTwoTrip to sign long-term agreement
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Travelport (NYSE:TVPT), a leading Travel Commerce Platform providing distribution, technology, payment
and other solutions for the global travel and tourism industry, today announces a new multi-year and multinational agreement with OneTwoTrip, the largest online travel agency in Russia and one of the largest
industry players in Europe.
OneTwoTrip.com is an innovative travel booking website with a patented method of ticketing that saves
travellers time and money. The company was established in 2011 in Moscow, and within several months of
launching, reached the top spot in the Russian travel industry. Since its foundation, the company has
expanded beyond Russia and currently serves millions of customers around the globe including the US,
UK, Germany, Spain and Ukraine. OneTwoTrip‟s success is driven by offering a solid product, backed by
user-friendly website and mobile Apps with a contemporary look and feel, which gives its users easy
access to the global air and hotel content. Currently, digitally savvy travellers use OneTwoTrip.com to
purchase over thousands of flights and hotel bookings daily to destinations all over the world.
The agreement will allow OneTwoTrip to process its travel bookings through Travelport„s Travel
Commerce Platform and provide its customers with access to Travelport‟s unmatched travel content. Both
leisure and business travellers will be able to search and book flights from approximately 400 airlines
globally, including low cost carriers as well as Travelport‟s industry-leading beyond air content which
includes 650,000 hotel properties (both chain and independents).
Mikhail Sokolov, OneTwoTrip CEO commented: “Our team believes that there is a lot more that can be
done to help travellers across the world to travel smarter, easier and faster and this new agreement with
Travelport means we can now provide our customers with even greater choice and more competitive
offers. We are excited about the new developments that will arise from accessing Travelport‟s content and
as the best flight booking experience is just the start, we look forward to driving growth for our business,
also by increasing the revenue from non-air bookings.”
Maria Yakushkina, Travelport‟s Country Manager in Russia added: “We are delighted that OneTwoTrip has
demonstrated such a strong confidence in Travelport‟s technology and sees the potential in the company‟s
unmatched travel content for its business. This agreement is tremendous news for Travelport and we are
committed to supporting OneTwoTrip in its vision to deliver the best service possible to its customers.”

